United Way of Southwestern Pennsylvania serves Allegheny, Butler, Westmoreland, Fayette and Southern Armstrong counties. By pooling our talents, resources, and knowledge we are a more efficient organization having a greater impact. And we are still addressing and problem solving for the needs within each local community.

WHY WE’RE MORE EFFECTIVE LOCALLY
- Our pooled resources and knowledge improve our ability to solve the most pressing problems facing our region, while developing and maintaining strategies that work for each local community
- Together we unite more local leaders that become a more powerful force for community problem-solving
- We have a stronger voice to influence local, state and national policy issues
- We’ve eliminated duplication of back office systems and processes—driving more efficiency and investment into human services
- We’ve streamlined campaign coordination and communication making it easier for companies to support United Way across county lines
- We provide a consistent, seamless experience to our individual donors that live and work in different counties
- We can respond even more effectively in the event of a natural disaster or emergency situations

WHERE YOUR LOCAL DOLLARS GO
- Your dollars stay within the county you choose
- Local leaders, addressing local issues, through local problem solving and raising funds and helping agency partners
- Every local dollar raised is invested in local needs

HOW MORE LOCAL PEOPLE BENEFIT
- Because we are better able to serve companies and our donors, we are able to generate more dollars that can be invested in the community
- As we strengthen and raise the visibility of United Way, we invite more donors, corporations and partners to join our cause—delivering more dollars and volunteers back to the community